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APeC: Automated People Counting from Video Georgino P. Adriano, Sarah Isabel V. Mendoza, Francesca Nicole J. Montinola and Prospero C. Naval, Jr. Computer Vision & Machine Intelligence Group Department of Computer Science College of Engineering University of the Philippines-Diliman



[email protected] ABSTRACT APeC is a video monitoring system that is used to count the number of people passing through a monitored area. A single camera is placed directly above the door to get the clear top view of the people passing with minimum of occlusion. Frames are extracted from video and the pixels of each frame are submitted to a Self-Organizing Map for classification as head or non-head. Connected component analysis is performed on the classified pixels to cluster them into different regions then size constraints are imposed on the regions to eliminate noise. The coordinates of each blob’s centroid are computed to identify its location and to which region the blob belongs (top, middle, or bottom). The Euclidean distance between blobs from the current and previous frames is then computed. A blob from the previous frame will be matched with another blob from the current frame if they have minimum Euclidean distance. Matching blobs represent the same person present in those frames. A particular blob will be counted if and only if it has passed through the three regions consecutively. Experiments show that our system is relatively robust even when there are shadows in the video.



1.



INTRODUCTION



Counting and monitoring human traffic is very valuable in many applications. It is a useful tool in estimating the resources needed in carrying out certain tasks. Understanding people flow pattern, for example, will be beneficial in mapping market strategies. It may also provide information for human activity analysis as well as help in providing research statistics useful for surveys. It could also be used in other fields like surveillance. The easiest and least complicated way of monitoring people is by manual counting. This method can be done along an entrance by an individual who is counting the number of people coming in or out. However simple this may be, it is a tedious and error-prone task. An automated system for counting people is the alternative to manual counting. Numerous systems are available coming in a wide variety of implementations and utilizing different kinds of technology such as infrared rays, binocular cameras, omni-directional cameras and image sensor systems. Infrared and laser systems have difficulty monitoring people entering simultaneously. Image processing systems encounter problems such as occlusion and quick illumination



changes, which affect the accuracy of people detection and counting. On the other hand, a network of image sensors can handle small crowds and count in real time but requires at multiple cameras. [4]. Although some of these systems claim to have achieved up to 80%-96% reliability [6], these systems might just be too expensive. Such systems will not be appropriate for small scale applications (i.e, in convenient stores, school libraries). Automated people counting thru image processing is not a simple task because people detection proves to be a difficult problem. The fact that people assume different shapes and sizes makes it challenging to define a single model as reference. Other systems use motion filtering to detect moving objects [7] instead. In addition to varying visual appearance is the problem of of occlusion. Existing systems dealt with occlusion using image segmentation and point feature tracking [5] where the system will look for certain components instead of looking at the whole picture. The goal of this system is to automate the counting of people. We want an accurate and reliable automated counting system that is sufficient for big scale applications yet reasonably priced and appropriate for small scale purposes as well.



2.



PEOPLE DETECTION MODULE



The goal of people detection is to be able to differentiate people from other objects present in each frame of the video stream. A single camera is placed directly above the door frame to capture the video from the top view. A person in each frame is represented by his head. The process is divided into 3 phases. First, pixels are classified under two distinct classes, head and non-head, using SOM PAK [1]. Afterwards, a connected component algorithm clusters the head pixels into regions. Finally, the components are filtered thru size constraints to eliminate noise and leave us with the blobs.



2.1



Detecting Hair



Hair detection utilizes SOM PAK, a C++ package, that classifies values to different equivalence classes defined by the feature map. This carries out the classification of each frame’s pixels into head and non-head. The first step involves training SOM PAK’s feature map based on the specific area the program will run. A training set of RGB values of hair and non-hair pixels is given. We utilize an 8 × 8



Figure 3: Classified regions after implementing connected components



which it counts the number of pixels belonging to each region. Regions lying within our given threshold become a head candidate which we call a ”blob.” Choosing a threshold is a balance between filtering too little noise or including unnecessary dark areas. We defined a range that accepts the blobs that represent human heads. Figure 1: System Overview SOM neural network. After training, each pixel vector is presented to the network. Let X be an input data vector. It may be compared with the Mi in any metric; the smallest of the Euclidean distances k X − Mi k is usually made to define the best-matching code, signified by the subscript c. Thus X is mapped onto the ”winning” node c relative to the parameter values Mi [1]. The given output by SOM PAK is further mapped into a head or non-head label.



2.2



Connected Components



Connected components algorithm involves labeling a set of pixels in which each pixel is connected to all other pixels. Every set of pixels is called region. Connected components labeling scans the labeled array and groups its pixels into regions based on its connectivity and label. Once all groups have been determined, each pixel is labeled with a region number (color labeling) according to the region it was assigned to. Connected component labeling works by scanning an image, pixel-by-pixel (from top to bottom, left to right) in order to identify connected pixel regions, i.e. regions of adjacent pixels which share the same set or RGB values V.



Figure 4: After size constraints are applied, regions not lying within the given threshold are eliminated from the image.



3.



3.1 Figure 2: Image with pixels classified as hair and non-hair pixels after SOM PAK.



2.3



Size Constraints



As a final step in people detection, the regions from the previous phase are filtered to eliminate noise and leave us with the blobs. A scan is made through the array during



PEOPLE COUNTING MODULE



The screen is first horizontally divided into 3 zones. The top (1) and bottom (3) areas are called the alerting zones, and the middle area (2) the tracking zone [3]. The algorithm tracks each blob (head) by computing the centroid and storing the current zone the blob is located according to its position. The blobs of the current frame will then be matched with the blobs of the previous to be able to track where the blobs had moved. A history of the zones each blob has gone to will be stored. When a blob passes continuously on all three zones, a counter will be incremented depending on the direction of the blob. If a certain blob does not move for a very long time, the inactivity counter will be incremented. When a certain blob is inactive or does not move its position for a certain period of time, it will be removed from the queue.



Blob Location



People detection performs connected component analysis on all the detected head pixels on a single frame where each region will pass through a threshold to eliminate the noise, head pixel clusters that are too few will not pass as heads, in the image. After the people detection phase, we are able to identify the blobs present in each frame. Next step is to compute the



coordinates of the centroid for each blob that passed the threshold, as shown in Fig. 6. The following equations yields the X and Y coordinates given that (x, y) ∈ C and N = number of pixels in the connected component: X ¯ = 1 X x N C 1 X Y¯ = y N C



3.2



Blob Tracking and Counting



1. Tracking is then performed by computing the Euclidean distance between all the blobs from the vector of the previous frame and the vector of the current frame. The blob distances are sorted in increasing order. 2. We traverse the list of distances and match the blobs starting from the smallest distance [3]. A blob can be given a partner only if it has not been previously matched. There is a one-to-one correspondence between blobs from the previous vector and the current vector, but it is not necessary to match all blobs. 3. Matched blobs represent the current state of previously identified blobs. After finding their matches, we update the old vector with the current coordinates and zone. 4. Unmatched blobs from the old vector represent blobs who were not detected in the current frame. Their idletime is incremented. Unmatched blobs from the new vector represent objects that have just entered the screen. They are added to the old vector. The temporary vector is emptied.



Figure 5: The X marks the centroid. The orientation of the camera assumes that people will be walking from top to bottom of the image or vice versa. On each screen is therefore three horizontal zones. The coordinates of the centroid then determines which zone the current blob is located. Fig. 6 shows the division of the image and the locations of the blobs’ centroids relative to the regions one blob is on the first region and the other blob is on the third region.



5. Once a blob has passed the alerting zone, through the tracking zone, and then to another alerting zone, a count is made [3]. We are able to determine the direction of the blob through its history tag. The history tag determines if the particular blob entered from the upper alerting zone or the lower alerting zone. When this blob passes the second alerting zone, it is immediately deleted from the vector. (If subsequent frames detect this blob, idletime will increment). 6. Blobs with a high idletime are either false heads or counted heads. Counted heads will accumulate idletime because these blobs will be leaving the screen, hence would no longer change its region. When their idletime reaches a certain value, they are deleted from the vector.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 4.1 System Hardware and Software



Figure 6: Every blob’s region can be identified through the centroid’s location. Above, one blob is in the first region, and the other blob is on the second region.



We chose a top-view orientation of the camera because it provided a clear view of people passing through a certain area and minimized the cases of occlusion [3]. The camera was located at the same height as the top of the door hedge (Fig. 8).



After identifying the blob and determining its properties, an instance of the blob will then be created and will be stored in a temporary vector of all the blobs on the current frame. The properties stored are: its current zone, zone history, x and y coordinates of the centroid and the idletime tag. The table below illustrates these blobs: VECTOR Blob1 Blob2



Zone 1 2



History 1 2



¯ X 191 101



Y¯ 31 106



Idletime 0 0



Figure 7: Position of the Camera



Samples taken were transferred to a computer using a VGA capture card. For the time being, videos are captured using software bundled with the capture card (Matrox). There are future plans of integrating live video capturing with the system. The captured samples were saved in .avi format at 20 frames per second, and a size of 820 × 560 pixels which are used as inputs to our program. We implemented our system using Java 1.4 SDK, and used the Java Media Framework package to capture every frame from the video clip and reduce its size to 246 × 168 pixels. In using the SOM PAK, we incorporated this C++ package into our Java program by calling the commands of SOM PAK through Java. We tested the system on a computer having a Celeron 1.7 GHz processor and 256 Mb memory on a Windows XP platform. In capturing the images and producing the text file with the corresponding RGB values, the system did not run in real time. It only averaged 2 frames per second. This poor performance may be attributed to the size and resolution of the images captured and can be improved by taking the value of alternating pixels instead of every single one.



4.2



People Detection Module



In people detection, the system is moderately accurate in identifying the head pixels. The neural network was trained from sample values of hair pixels from the video clips we captured. Since the self organizing map classifies the pixels based on the RGB values, there are some cases where the system fails to identify the objects correctly (see Fig. 8, second frame).



• Non heads recognized by SOM PAK grouped together may also mimic heads when they are almost the same size and shape as heads. Examples are shadow areas and dark objects such as back packs. Applying a size constraint reduces the errors and limitations mentioned above. The size constraint limits the number of regions to those whose pixel count are within the given threshold. This eliminates the small regions and thus the noise, as well as the large regions which are probably shadow areas or non heads (see Fig. 8, fourth frame). However, it sometimes mistakenly identifies blobs that have the same size as heads but do not represent real heads or blobs which represent two objects but are identified as a single blob only.



4.3



• When a blob goes back and forth between two regions before exiting to the opposite side of its entry, • When a blob that represents a person is not identified in the current frame but is successfully identified in the previous and succeeding frames, • When an object from the background is wrongly identified as a blob. This will never be counted as a person because it does not travel through the regions and it will just accumulate idle time and will eventually be deleted.



Figure 8: From left: the original frame, after SOM PAK, after connected components, after size constraints The connected components algorithm further gives meaning to the classified pixels produced by SOM PAK. By grouping head-pixels in close proximity of one another, it gives an approximation of the objects present in the image. After this algorithm is applied to the image, a new image is produced now showing resulting different regions. We assigned every region a color for us to be able to determine the grouping of the regions. Our system was able to successfully group the head pixels by region (see Fig. 8, third frame). However, there are still some limitations to it.



• Small and insignificant spots in the image are grouped into a head region when we know very well that they are nothing but noise. • Dark objects near each other are identified as one region instead of separate regions. This happens when the head is located near a shadow or the door. It also happens when the person is wearing a dark colored shirt.



People Counting Module



The people counting module is moderately accurate in counting the people passing. Through the Euclidean distance computed between blobs from previous and current frames; it was able to correctly match the blobs that represented the same person. Tracking of a blob’s motion was possible through the blob’s characteristics such as current region, region history, x y coordinates and idle time. As output, it prints out the number of people passing in each direction (upwards or downwards), separately. The algorithm can also handle the following situations:



Mistakes in counting can be attributed to the false positives in the people detection module. Shadow pixels connected with a person’s blob affects the identification of the blob’s location in the frame. In effect, the blob’s region tracking is also affected.



5.



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK



In this paper, we have shown that People detection can be achieved by applying image processing. In particular, SOM PAK, an implementation of self organizing map, was used in the initial phase of the detection. The neural network was trained to classify each pixel in the image as head and non-head. The labeled data will then be processed by the connected components algorithm to isolate each heads into regions. Based on the experimental results we defined a size constraint that will filter the image from noise and eliminate the objects mistakenly identified as heads. Thus, we were be able to localize each person passing below the single camera.



After the localization of heads the people counting process comes in. The first step is finding the position of the blobs in terms of its x and y coordinates. The centroid will be computed and would serve as a representation of the blobs’ location. Each frame was divided into three zones and each blob is labeled depending upon the region where their coordinates have been located. On the consecutive screen, each blob will be tracked/traced by matching a particular blob from the previous screen according to its Euclidean distance. The pair of blobs is considered as one person who has just change his/her position. A history tag is also updated so that we can keep track of the blobs’ zone history, or on what particular regions the blob has gone through. If a blob is able to pass through all three regions consecutively, then a counter will be incremented. This eliminates all cases of the fake head problem or the shadows that were sometimes identified as heads, because they will not move or pass through all the regions. Future work includes, integrating live video capture and optimizing the whole system so that it will run in real time.
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Connected component analysis is ... people from other objects present in each frame of the video ... Afterwards, a connected component algorithm clusters the. 
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